1986 thunderbird

The ninth generation of the Ford Thunderbird is a personal luxury coupe that was manufactured
and marketed by Ford for the to model years. In response to the sales downturn of the â€”
Thunderbird , the Thunderbird underwent an extensive model revision for the model year. While
remaining a personal luxury coupe to minimize overlap with the Ford Mustang , the redesign of
the Thunderbird marked a transition of the model range, emphasizing performance and
handling over outright luxury and comfort content. As a central theme of the design, the
ninth-generation Thunderbird marks the introduction of highly aerodynamic body design to
Ford vehicles in North America reducing its drag coefficient from 0. The ninth-generation of the
Thunderbird is derived from the Ford Fox platform , as with Thunderbird though with a shorter
wheelbase. The 4. The ninth-generation Thunderbird is the counterpart of the Mercury Cougar
returning solely to a coupe configuration and the Continental later Lincoln Mark VII â€” For the
model year, this generation was replaced by the tenth-generation Ford Thunderbird , as the
model line shifted from the Fox platform to the MN12 platform. Following the introduction of the
Thunderbird, sales of the nameplate sharply decreased in comparison to its â€” predecessor,
despite it being a more fuel-efficient vehicle. As the s turned into the s, personal luxury cars
gradually became more sporting in image, with vehicles as the BMW 6-Series increasing in
popularity. The negative response by Telnack prompted the company to request the
Thunderbird to be restyled completely. Peterson liked. Dave Royer was assigned the task of
putting a design similar to that on the Thunderbird package. He and Master Modeler Sam Borg
put the clay model together in a very short period of time. Caldwell approved it and Royer then
developed it further in the wind tunnel. Many members of design management thought it was a
mistake. One high level design management person referred to it as a "Burnt Tennis Shoe. To
give the car a more contemporary image, the body was completely redesigned from the ground
up. Aside from the egg-crate grille and the Thunderbird emblem which were both significantly
updated , no styling cues were carried over. As a necessity to control development costs, the
Thunderbird was forced to retain its Fox-platform chassis, including some of the interior being
carried over slightly modified from the previous generation. In the style of the Ford Probe
concept cars and the Ford Sierra , the Thunderbird was designed for aerodynamic efficiency
alongside its looks, with many of its body panels having rounded edges and its doors wrapping
into the roof. In extreme contrast to its predecessors of the late s, the Thunderbird was
designed to minimize the use of chrome trim; some trim levels limited it exclusively to the
wheels. Following its redesign for the model year, the Thunderbird was available in base,
Heritage , or Turbo Coupe , which was the most expensive performance-oriented model. Both
the base and the Heritage came standard with a 3. The Turbo Coupe, the top-of-the-line model
was special for several reasons. It used a turbocharged 2. Unlike the other models, the Turbo
Coupe came with a standard five-speed manual transmission. Other improvements included a
limited-slip differential called "Traction-Lok" , larger tires and wheels, and a sportier interior
complete with analog gauges. For the model year, few changes were made. The Turbo Coupe
gained a three-speed automatic transmission as an option. A FILA model was introduced, which
featured unique paint, unique interior, and wheel choices, as well as badging to provide the car
with a more European feel. For , the Thunderbird celebrated its 30th year in the Ford model
lineup; a 30th Anniversary Edition model was offered, that featured unique blue paint and
stripes, and came loaded with options. All Thunderbirds received an updated interior with a
redesigned instrument panel. The grille and taillamps were also revised. Minor changes were
made in , including the addition of a center high mount stop lamp , and the deletion of the FILA
edition. In , Ford began work on the " MN12 " project which would serve as the basis for an
all-new Thunderbird generation. Supposed to compete against the BMW 6-Series , Ford believed
that the new Thunderbird would be too big a change for the public and still wanted to capitalize
on the success that the existing generation of Thunderbirds had brought. For the model year,
the exterior of the Thunderbird was updated to further improve its aerodynamic performance.
The headlights were changed from sealed-beam units to flush-mounted composite units and the
rear quarter glass was also flush-mounted. Thunderbird Turbo Coupes were distinguished by
their own front bodywork, which did away with a traditional front grille, featuring functional
hood scoops directed to the intercooler. In sharp contrast to the Thunderbirds of a decade
before, chrome trim was used only sparingly; on Turbo Coupes, the only chrome trim on the
entire car was the Thunderbird emblems and lettering. The five-speed manual transmission now
allowed the full 15 psi of boost in all forward gears as opposed to excluding the first two gears.
The Turbo Coupe was replaced in by the Super Coupe which had a 3. From Wikipedia, the free
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Offered to set up personal meeting. I was unable to followup but they were friendly and helpful
with my inquiries. Tim Bolton was very helpfull. Loved the company marketing approach. Jimmy
was Great over there. He helped with any question I had and was no BS. I don't normally buy
cars at dealers but glad I chose here for my first time. Was actually a pleasent experience and
this is the ONLY dealer that doesn't charge any extra charges. Very good experience. All
transactions done online, car was better than expected, delivery was as stated. No complaints.
Issue is the owner has not responded to any of my submitted questions regarding the vehicle.
Dealer even checked with me and said he would follow up with the owner. Not much change
was made for the Ford Thunderbird model year. There were a few minor exterior tweaks, most
notably the addition of a third brake light. The most significant change was under the hood, with
the 5. The interior was stylish, with a European racing feel. Ford hit a good note with its 'Aero
Bird' generation: the look and feel combined the sexiness and zip of a classic sport
performance car with the plush comfort of a luxury sedan. The '86 Ford Thunderbird had
enough muscle to zip around highways and streets, but was streamlined enough not to be a gas
guzzler: fuel economy was estimated at mpg highway, depending on engine and model. The
Thunderbird is a good buy, if you can find one out there. Often overlooked in the hoopla that
surrounded some of the following year's innovations, the '86 T-Bird is a solid performer loved
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junkies alike. Robert we had one when I was younger it was great. John what are the major fuel
management issues with the V6 3. Sometimes run good in July. Otherwise, I'd love it. My '66
Ford Thunderbird RH side main door window new motor raises the window rapidly, but when it
hits the top of the travel will hit the stops hard and jam. The motor wont then move the window
down When driving as soon as you back off of the accelerator pedal the transmission kicks out.
Is it a vacuum problem? Average user score. Based on 12 reviews. I Love This Car!!!!!! Updated
Nov 19, by Anonymous. What's your take on the Ford Thunderbird? Report Robert we had one
when I was younger it was great. Report John what are the major fuel management issues with
the V6 3. Report snuffycejs i have one at this minute I've had it for 4 years now my dad had it 5
years before me its the best car i could think to have it's fast it's sexy and that 3. Have you
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my dad's 86 thunderbird for him. No description entered. Google Ads. Hasn't been driven
regularly. Has original v6 with 40, original miles. Please do not call asking for parts off whole
vehicles. My phone floods with calls from guys looking for parts. Parting cars leaves the guy
who buys the whole car scrambling to find these parts that i sold. Please call with any
questions. I have 16 photos of this car listed. Please look thoroughly through the ad for all the
photos. Also have another set of wheels ans tires that fit with all hubcaps.. It runs and drives
needs a little help but not much. I have a Ford Thunderbird in amazing condition. Has 62, miles
and only one rust spot. All the electronics work besides the windows. Has digital dash and
everything works. With a sleek white exterior and a brown interior, this vehicle is a top pick. It
has a 3. Comoptions:option list:body style: sedan 2-drdescription:clean title, carfax available.
Hard to find is for sale a ford t. Bird 2. Very nice and clean car. Not to many out for sale. Runs
and drives great. New clutch, no mechanical issues. Very well maintained. Air Conditioning. The
transmission shifts very smoothly. Description ford thunderbird here is a very nice 1 owner 86
tbird that only has 83k original miles. Check out my store for more great unique and classic
cars. Look at the autocheck score. Make sure and check out the video below. This car runs
great. It has the big 5. This car has been very well cared for over the years and it shows. This
car is a 1 owner and only has 83k original miles. This car is as clean as can be inside and out.
The previous owner was a mechanic and kept the car running tip top. Also comes with a bunch
of maintenance records that the kept. This car fires right up and runs, drives, and shifts great.
This car just cruises down the road very nicely and the car feels tight as can be. Under the hood
and undercarriage are clean and dry as can be. Make sure to watch the video i do a complete
walkaround of the car inside and out and even go on a test drive in it. It is a dark red in color
and the paint is just amazing. It has a very nice shine to it and it looks like the car was parked in
a garage most of the time. The body is just straight as can be. I'm really amazed at how clean
this thunderbird is. All of the trim on the car looks great and all the chrome cleaned up very nice
and just shines in the sun. It has the factory wheel covers that show almost no road wear at all
and look great on the car. The tires are an almost brand new set of prime well tires that were
bought in march of and have almost no miles on them. They have the receipt still and
everything. Options: automatic transmission 5. It has the matching red interior that goes great
with the exterior. It has red clothe seats that look amazing. The front seats show very little wear
and except for one minor tear on the drivers seats have nothing wrong with the. The back seats
almost look like new and don't look like they were hardly ever sat in. The carpets are in the
same great shape and show very little wear and are clean as can be. This is just a very nice low
mile, 1 owner car that is as clean as can be. Call anytime with questionsâ€¦. Nathan current
mileage: 83, vehicle disclosures of condition small tear and drivers seat. Few minor scratches
and dings on the exterior. Scratches in tint on passenger window. Two rock chips in the
windshield. Everything is pictured and in the video. Selling my turbo coupe as much as i hate
too but it's gotta go. I'm losing mobility in my rig
2013 f150 cooling fan relay location
peugeot 206 front wing removal
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ht arm and will no longer be able to drive it due to it being a 5 speed. Price is negotiable. It has
every option including ac, power seats power mirrors, power antenna, cruise control, 3 coats of
paint and clear coat, undercoated from ford, full sized spare tire and factory fog lightsthis car is
in mint condition and with 10, miles on it has a lot of life left in it. Feel it again with this
superb-looking ford thunderbird. The paint on this thunderbird speaks volumes about its
personality. It is nicely equipped with features such as 2d coupe, 4-speed automatic, 5. The
front windshield is in excellent condition. The paint is in great shape and condition. No dings
are visible on this vehicle. The interior was well maintained and is extra clean. The exterior was

well maintained and is extra clean. This vehicle has no previous collision damage. The brakes
are in great condition. The battery is in excellent condition. This vehicle comes with a spare key.
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